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a b s t r a c t

Aspect based sentiment analysis(ABSA) aims to identify aspect terms in online reviews and predict
their corresponding sentiment polarity. Sentiment analysis poses a challenging fine-grained task. Two
typical subtasks are involved: Aspect Term Extraction (ATE) and Aspect Polarity Classification (APC).
These two subtasks are usually trained discretely, which ignores the connection between ATE and
APC. Concretely, we can relate ATE to APC through aspects and train them concurrently. We mainly
use the ATE task as an auxiliary task, allowing the APC to focus more on relevant aspects to facilitate
aspect polarity classification. In addition, previous studies have shown that utilizing dependency syntax
information with a graph neural network (GNN) also contributes to the performance of the APC
task. However, most studies directly input sentence dependency relations into graph neural networks
without considering the influence of aspects, which do not emphasize the important dependency
relationships. To address these issues, we propose a multitask learning model combining APC and ATE
tasks that can extract aspect terms as well as classify aspect polarity simultaneously. Moreover, we
exploit multihead attention(MHA) to associate dependency sequences with aspect extraction, which
not only combines both ATE and APC tasks but also stresses the significant dependency relations,
enabling the model to focus more on words closely related to aspects. According to our experiments
on three benchmark datasets, we demonstrate that the connection between ATE and APC can be better
established by our model, which enhances aspect polarity classification performance significantly. The
source code has been released on GitHub https://github.com/winder-source/MTABSA.

© 2023 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Aspect based sentiment analysis (ABSA) aims to mine senti-
ent information toward a given sentence, but is fine-grained.
pecifically, its goal is to identify aspect terms in a comment and
redict their corresponding sentiment polarity. In the example,
‘I like the service in the restaurant, but the environment is not
ery good’’, the aspect terms are ‘‘service’’ and ‘‘environment’’.
he output emotional polarity of the two aspects is positive and
egative. The sentiments corresponding to these two aspects are
uite opposite, so it is not appropriate to conduct a sentiment
nalysis of the whole sentence but to conduct a more fine-grained
nalysis. The main research line of ABSA focuses on two subtasks,
amely, ATE and APC.
The APC task is usually considered a classification task, or sen-

iment classification of a given aspect in a sentence. The approach
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to solving APC tasks has evolved from feature engineering to deep
learning-based methods. The most common deep neural network
architectures used in APC tasks are convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) and recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [1,2]. Moreover,
the application of attention mechanisms in neural networks is
becoming increasingly extensive. The attention mechanism [3,4]
is also suitable for ABSA tasks. In recent years, SOTA results have
been obtained in numerous NLP tasks with proposed pretraining
models. Therefore, many studies are based on the pretraining
model, such as the AEN model [5] and BERT-PT [6]. In addition,
a sentence contains not only semantic information but also syn-
tactic structure information, such as dependency tree structure.
Intuitively, it is helpful to integrate syntactic structure informa-
tion into the APC task because the syntactic structure can better
capture sentiment words related to aspect. Recently, many meth-
ods have regarded the dependency tree as an adjacency matrix
and utilized GNNs to encode the entire adjacency matrix, such
as graph attention networks [7] (GAT) and graph convolutional
networks [8,9] (GCN).

In most of these studies, the ATE task was studied indepen-
dently. The ATE task is regarded as a NER task aimed at extracting

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.knosys.2023.110326
https://www.elsevier.com/locate/knosys
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spects of the sentences as a sequence labeling task [10–12].
he advancement of deep learning has shown its usefulness in
asks. Recent methods use deep neural networks to assist aspect
xtraction [13–15]. Furthermore, there are many models based
n BERT to perform sequence labeling tasks due to the success of
he model.

Other approaches for sentiment analysis [16,17] have emerged
n recent years, with meta-based self-training sentiment anal-
sis [18] and prompt-based sentiment analysis [19,20] being
roposed to perform sentiment analysis more efficiently, and
ew trends in neurosymbolic AI for explainable sentiment anal-
sis [21–24] have also emerged.
In addition, there are also some works that mainly consider

ultitask learning in ABSA [25–27] to achieve better performance
ith the help of interactions between tasks. Based on the inspi-
ation of multitask learning, we also propose a multitask learning
odel that combines APC and ATE tasks. In our model, the APC

ask’s performance is further boosted by using the feature of
he ATE task. Inspired by the relational graph attention network
RGAT) presented byWang et al. [28], we also use a series of RGAT
rocesses to encode the reshaped and pruned dependency tree.
lthough previous studies have shown that graph neural net-
orks contribute to the performance of APC tasks, most previous
tudies have fed sentence dependencies directly into graph neural
etworks. Such dependencies do not consider the influence of
spects. Therefore, to address the challenge of dependency re-
ations, we apply MHA to associate dependency sequences with
spect extraction, enabling our model to focus on the dependency
equences that are more closely related to the aspects. To validate
he effectiveness of the proposed model, extensive experiments
re conducted on three public datasets, and according to the
xperimental results, our model has obvious improvements and
chieves superior performance.
Our main contributions are as follows:

• We propose a multitask learning model that integrates BERT
and RGAT models for APC and ATE tasks. The two tasks are
conducted simultaneously in a joint training manner.

• We propose to associate dependency sequences with aspect
extraction via MHA, which can enhance the connection be-
tween aspects and their associated dependency sequences.

• Three public datasets were used to confirm the validity
of the model. As seen from the experimental results, the
proposed model outperforms recent state-of-the-art mod-
els. We further conduct domain-adaptation experiments,
achieving appealing results.

. Related work

.1. Aspect term extraction

As a subtask of ABSA, aspect term extraction works to identify
ifferent aspects mentioned in a given sentence. Aspect terms
efer to specific characteristics or attributes of products or ser-
ices discussed in the review. Aspect term extraction can be
egarded as a textual entity. Aspect term extraction methods
ave undergone a development phase from traditional methods
o deep learning methods.

.1.1. Traditional methods
Traditional methods often require manual annotation of as-

ects, typically rely on the use of handcrafted features and rules,
re time-consuming, and are often very complicated. Poria et al.
29] presented a novel rule-based approach. They use sentence
ependency trees and common sense to extract aspects and de-
ect explicit and implicit aspects. A novel approach was imple-
ented by Liu et al. [30] to select rules automatically, which is
2

unsupervised and domain-independent and can select effective
rule sets.

2.1.2. Machine learning-based methods
Compared with traditional methods, methodologies based on

machine learning or deep learning for ATE can learn aspect fea-
tures and extract aspect terms directly from a given text auto-
matically, which saves time and manpower. Machine learning
includes both supervised and unsupervised methods. Supervised
methods are used to train manually annotated data to extract as-
pects from comments. The commonly used supervised techniques
are decision trees, support vector machines, and K-nearest neigh-
bor [31]. However, unsupervised methods do not need annotated
data, instead using syntactic and contextual patterns to extract
aspect features automatically.

The NER problem widely uses the conditional random field,
which is a supervised-based method. Because the ATE task is sim-
ilar to the NER task, CRF is also widely used in aspect extraction
tasks. Lample et al. [10] combined LSTM and CRF and proposed a
training mode that used a large unlabeled corpus combined with
a small amount of supervised data, using the biLSTM+CRF model
for training.

2.1.3. Deep learning-based methods
The above methods have shortcomings. The CRF is a linear

model that requires many features to work well, and the lan-
guage patterns need to be crafted manually. In recent years,
deep learning has been widely used, has become mainstream and
has achieved good performance in aspect extraction tasks. Da’u
et al. [13] utilized multichannel cnn to extract aspects and encode
contextual information using the word embedding channel and
POS Tag embedding channel to enhance the sequential tagging
of words, respectively. Zhang et al. [15] presented a topic-aware
dynamic cnn using dynamically generated filters to learn more
significant features concerning aspects.

2.2. Aspect polarity classification

APC aims to analyze the sentiment polarity associated with
each aspect. In recent years, the approaches for the APC task
mainly include conventional machine learning methods and deep
learning methods. Deep learning-based methods are gradually
becoming mainstream in APC tasks, which are introduced in this
section.

2.2.1. Convolutional neural network-based methods
CNNs are deep neural network architectures that are com-

monly applied in APC tasks. Li et al. [32] proposed transformation
networks to transform embeddings and used a CNN layer for
encoding. Xue and Li [1] extract aspect-specific features by com-
bining convolutional neural networks with gating mechanisms.

2.2.2. Attention mechanism-based methods
There are also some attempts leveraging the attention mech-

anism [33,34] to focus on more significant information. An in-
teractive attention network was used by Ma et al. [35] to learn
attention in aspects and contexts and to model aspect-context re-
lationships. Huang et al. [36] proposed an attention-over-attention
neural network (AOA) to jointly learn aspects and sentence rep-
resentations. A self-supervised attention learning method that
can mine useful information about attentional supervision and
refines attentional mechanisms automatically was proposed by
Tang et al. [37]. A self-supervised attention learning method
was presented by Su et al. [38] for continuously learning useful
attention supervision information.
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.2.3. Pretrained language model-based methods
In recent years, the pretrained language model BERT [39] has

roduced promising results on many tasks in the field of NLP,
ncluding APC. Song et al. [5] employed attention to model the
nteraction between targets and contexts, using BERT to encode
arget mentions and surrounding contexts. Zhao et al. [40] devel-
ped a knowledge-enabled language representation model BERT
o leverage a sentiment knowledge graph.

.2.4. Syntax-based methods
Syntactic information is also available for the task. The early

ork relied on the manual definition of some syntactic rules
nd was labor intensive. Neural network models were used later.
he adaptive recurrent neural network (AdaRNN) was developed
y Dong et al. [41]. AdaRNN can encode dependency trees and
ropagate word sentiments to the target aspect adaptively. Con-
idering both the complementarity and semantic relevance of
yntactic structures, Li et al. [42] designed a module with rich
yntactic knowledge to reduce dependency parsing errors.

.2.5. Graph neural network-based methods
Recently, graph neural networks have been widely used to

ncode dependency trees, showing promising results. Zhang et al.
43] combined GCN with dependency trees of sentences to learn
he representation of dependencies. Wang et al. [28] proposed
relational graph attention network to encode a new depen-
ency parse tree that was reshaped and pruned. Zeng et al. [44]
resented a new relation-building multitask learning network
sing graph convolution networks to encode aspect representa-
ions. Contextual information, semantic relations, and syntactic
tructures were used simultaneously to build graph convolutional
etworks by Phan et al. [45]. To enhance the current graph con-
olutional network for modeling sentiment dependencies, Zhao
t al. [46] proposed an aggregated graph convolutional network
AGCN). Feng et al. [47] designed a novel model AG-VSR us-
ng variable sentence representation and the attention-assisted
raph-based representation generated by GCN to implement as-
ect sentiment classification.

.3. Differences with existing methods

In addition to the single task mentioned above, there are some
orks considering various subtasks of ABSA and using multitask

earning to implement ABSA. Focusing on both ATE and APC tasks
nd considering them as sequence labeling tasks, Luo et al. [48]
roposed a new RNN framework capable of generating aspect-
olarity pairs. He et al. [49] proposed an interactive multitask
earning network (IMN) that can jointly learn multiple related
asks at the token level and document level simultaneously. Chen
nd Qian. [25] focused on three subtasks of ABSA and explored
heir interactions to build a relation-aware collaborative learn-
ng framework (RACL). Luo et al. [50] extended the gradient
oordination mechanism to ABSA and designed a cascaded an-
otation module to address the imbalance between ATE and APC
s sequence labeling tasks. Liang et al. [51] migrate document-
evel knowledge of specific domains and related sentiments to
spect-level subtasks and explore the interactive associations
etween subtasks to improve performance. A new end-to-end
BSA-dependent syntactic knowledge-enhanced interaction ar-
hitecture based on multitask learning was implemented by Liang
t al. [52] by exploiting message passing mechanisms and graph
onvolutional networks.
Instead of a single-task ATE or APC, we also propose a multi-

ask learning model to associate APC with ATE. However, unlike
he other multitask learning models mentioned above, we use
raphical representations, dependency relations, and attention
 t

3

mechanisms, mainly focusing on the performance enhancement
of APC tasks by treating ATE tasks as auxiliary tasks. Intuitively,
the feature extracted by the ATE task is conducive to the APC
task. Therefore, we exploit MHA to further obtain the relations
between aspects and their corresponding dependency relations
and focus on the important dependencies. We also integrate BERT
and RGAT models to implement our model. In contrast to the
above work, we apply multitask learning to aspect-level senti-
ment analysis and use dependencies and attention mechanisms
to focus more on relevant aspects, using the ATE task to assist
the APC task to achieve better performance improvement of the
APC task.

3. Our model

We introduce our multitask learning model in detail in this
section. It consists of four main parts: BERT-APC, RGAT, BERT-
ATE, and MHA. Fig. 1 shows the overall architecture of our model.
The input of our model includes three parts: input sentences and
aspects into the BERT-APC module simultaneously; input depen-
dency relations into the RGAT module; and input the sentence
into the BERT-ATE module. The model has two outputs: the ex-
tracted aspect and the aspect polarity. BERT-APC is used to extract
the global features of sentences and aspects, so the input of BERT-
APC contains the whole sentence and the target aspects in the
sentence, which are separated by the separator token [SEP]. RGAT
is applied to encode the aspect-oriented dependency tree [28]
of sentences. BERT-ATE can be regarded as an aspect extractor,
but it can not only extract the target aspects from sentences
but also provide the relevant features to assist aspect polarity
classification, allowing the model to leverage feature interactions
and information to obtain better results. The multihead attention
module combines the two tasks of ATE and APC, integrating
dependency labels into the features extracted by BERT-ATE to
emphasize the important dependency relations.

3.1. Problem formulation

3.1.1. Aspect term extraction
We treat the ATE task as a sequence labeling task. We prepro-

cess the text with IOB tags, identifying each word in the sentence
as a different token. We use Basp to identify the first word of
he aspect, Iasp to identify the internal words of the aspect, and
to identify the rest of the words. For example, consider the

entence ‘‘best spicy tuna roll, great Asian salad’’. This sentence
ill be processed as S = (w1, w2, . . . , wn), where w represents a
oken and n = 9 represents the total number of words. It will be
dentified as Y = (O, Basp, Iasp, Iasp,O,O, Basp, Iasp,O).

.1.2. Aspect polarity classification
The APC task is a fine-grained sentiment analysis task that

ims to analyze the sentiment of different aspects of the com-
ents. Suppose there is a sentence: ‘‘The food is surprisingly
ood, but the decor is not very good’’. We use S = (w1, w2, . . . ,

n) to represent the sentence, where w represents each word,
nd the ⟨T , P⟩ tuple represents the aspect and the correspond-
ng sentiment polarity. T = (wi, wi+1, . . . , wj) represents an
spect, where i and j represent the starting and ending posi-
ions of the aspect in the sentence, respectively. P = p, p ∈

Positive,Negative,Neutral}. In this sentence, there are two tuples
(food), Positive⟩ and ⟨(decor),Negative⟩.

.2. BERT-APC

BERT is a pretraining model, and on many tasks, it has ob-
ained SOTA results. In our model, we use BERT to extract the
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eatures of sentences and aspects. To obtain the global features
rom sentences and aspects, we use ‘‘[CLS] + sentence + [SEP] +

aspect + [SEP]’’ as input. Suppose there is a sentence S =

(w1, w2, . . . , wn) and aspect T = (wi, wi+1, . . . , wj), w denotes
the word in the sentence, i and j indicate where aspects start
and end in the sentence, respectively. Then the input sequence
is I = (wcls, w1, w2, . . . , wn, wsep, wi, wi+1, . . . , wj, wsep). After
feature extraction by BERT, we obtain a feature sequence h, and
each feature in the sequence h corresponds to an input word.

h = (hcls, h1, h2, . . . , hn, hsep, hi, hi+1, . . . , hj, hsep) (1)

hcls is the pooling vector of the whole sentence, which is used
to represent the features of the whole sentence. We use hapc to
represent this feature.

3.3. RGAT

GAT is able to aggregate representations of neighboring nodes
along dependency paths but the process does not consider the de-
pendency labels. Inspired by Wang et al. [28], we use RGAT to en-
code dependency labels. Specifically, we choose R-GAT+BERT [28],
where BERT replaces BiLSTM, and the attentional heads of RGAT
are also replaced by those of BERT. For a sentence S, we obtain
its dependency tree by exploiting a dependency parser first and
build a new aspect-oriented dependency tree according to the
tree reconstruction algorithm of Wang et al. [28], retaining the
significant dependency relations. The final dependency relation
features are calculated as follows:

gij = σ
(
relu(rijWm1 + bm1)Wm2 + bm2

)
αij =

exp
(
gij

)∑Ni
j=1 exp

(
gij

)
hrgat =∥

M
m=1

∑
j∈Ni

αijWmhj

(2)

where hj represents the corresponding feature of the word j,
hich is calculated by BERT-APC. rij represents the relation em-

bedding between nodes i and j. M is the relational head numbers
in RGAT. h is the extracted feature by RGAT.
rgat W

4

3.4. BERT-ATE

We regard the ATE task as a sequence annotation task. Sup-
pose there is a sentence sequence S = (w1, w2, . . . , wn), and
the corresponding tag sequence is Y = (t1, t2, . . . , tn), ti ∈

{O, Basp, Iasp, [CLS], [SEP]}. We input [CLS] + W + [SEP] into BERT
o obtain a feature sequence F = (Fcls, F1, F2, ..., Fn, Fsep). Based on
he feature of each word, we use a linear layer to classify it and
etermine which tag it belongs to.

term =
exp(Fi)∑N
k=1 exp(Fi)

(3)

where N is the number of categories. In our model, N = 5,
hey are O, Basp, Iasp, [CLS], [SEP]. Fcls is the feature of the whole
nput sentence, which we denote by hate for the final sentiment
lassification.

.5. Multihead attention

To better correlate the ATE and APC tasks and highlight the im-
ortant dependency relations, we apply the multihead attention
echanism to our model. We know that the attention mech-
nism can pay attention to some specific words. In the APC
ask, if some sentiment words can be associated with aspect,
ntuitively, it should be conducive to sentiment classification.
imilar to Vaswani et al. [33], we use multiple scale dot attention
SDA) to capture the association between two tasks. The scale-dot
ttention is calculated as follows:

Q = Qate · W q

K = Kdep · W k

V = Vdep · W v

DA(Q , K , V ) = softmax
(QK T

√
dk

)
· V

(4)

where Qate is the sentence feature extracted by BERT-ATE, Kdep
and Vdep are the dependent tag sequences, and Kdep = Vdep. W q,

k and W v are weight matrices, W q
∈ Rdmodel×dq , W k

∈ Rdmodel×dk ,
v

∈ Rdmodel×dv , where d is the dimension of the model. MHA
model
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Table 1
The distribution of the datasets.
Dataset Positive Negative Neutral Total

Train Test Train Test Train Test Train Test

Laptop14 994 341 870 128 464 169 2328 638
Restaurant14 2164 728 807 196 637 196 3608 1120
Twitter 1561 173 1560 173 3127 346 6248 692

calculates multiple SDAs and concatenates multiple calculation
results.

MHA(Q , K , V ) = Concat(head1, head2, . . . , headn)WO

headi = SDA(Q , K , V )
(5)

where WO
∈ Rhdv×dmodel is the parameter matrices for projec-

tion. h is the number of attention heads and we set it to 4.
hmha represents the feature extracted by the multihead attention
mechanism.

3.6. Output layer

There are two outputs in this model: aspect term and aspect
sentiment polarity. The aspect extraction module obtains the
feature sequence corresponding to each word, and then uses a
linear layer to obtain the probability that each word belongs to
various labels.

p(l) =
exp (WlFi + bl)l∑
l′∈L exp (WlFi + bl)l′

(6)

here L is the set of tags, L = {O, Basp, Iasp, [CLS], [SEP]}. The
bove four modules all extract their features. We concatenate
he four features as the final feature and exploit a linear layer
or classification to obtain the probability that it belongs to each
motion category C.

hf = [hapc; hate; hmha; hrgat ]

p(c) =
exp

(
Wf hf + bf

)
c∑

c′∈C exp
(
Wf hf + bf

)
c′

(7)

where hf is the final feature.C is the set of sentiment types, C =

{Positive,Negative,Neutral}.

3.7. Loss function

Our model is a multitask learning model, so we optimize the
loss of two tasks simultaneously. The cross entropy loss is suitable
for both APC and ATE tasks. The loss of the APC task is calculated
as follows:

Lapc =

C∑
1

ŷi log yi (8)

where C is the number of polarity categories. The loss function of
the ATE task is:

Late =

N∑
1

k∑
1

t̂i log ti (9)

where N represents the number of categories and k represents the
number of tokens of the input sequence. We calculate the final
loss function as follows:

L = α × Lapc + (1 − α) × Late (10)

where α is a hyperparameter, which indicates the proportional
relationship between the loss of two tasks.

Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm of our proposed model.
5

Algorithm 1 The proposed algorithm
Input: sentence s, aspect a, dependency relations r
1:for all epoch in epochs do
2: obtain feature hapc by Eq. (1)
3: obtain feature hrgat by Eq. (2)
4: obtain feature hate and the extracted aspect by BERT-ATE(s)
5: obtain feature hmha by Eq. (5)
6: obtain the final feature and polarity probabilities by Eq. (7)
7: calculate the loss of APC task by Eq. (8)
8: calculate the loss of ATE task by Eq. (9)
9: calculate the final loss by Eq. (10)
10: calculate gradients and update parameters
11:end for

4. Experiments

We first present the three datasets used in this section. Then,
we introduce the evaluation metrics and parameter settings and
the baseline approaches used for comparison. Finally, the exper-
imental results are given and analyzed.

4.1. Datasets

We conduct experiments on three public sentiment analysis
datasets, including Laptop14, Restaurant14 and Twitter. Laptop14
and Restaurant14 are from SemEval 2014 task 4 [53], which in-
cludes sentiment comments from the restaurant and laptop areas.
The Twitter dataset is mainly composed of tweets processed by
Dong et al. [41]. The affective polarities in these datasets include
three categories: positive, neutral and negative. Table 1 shows the
number distribution of sentences of each sentiment polarity in
the three datasets.

4.2. Metrics

Aspect sentiment classification is a multiclassification task. In
this paper, we treat the APC task as a triple classification task and
focus on the performance of the APC task. We use the accuracy
and macroaverage F1 score as evaluation metrics of the proposed
model. The higher the accuracy and macroaverage F1 values are,
the better the performance of the model. Accuracy is the most
intuitive performance measure, which is the proportion of the
total number of correct results predicted. Accuracy measures the
global sample predictions. The accuracy is calculated as follows:

Accuracy =
Cpre

Tpre
(11)

here Tpre represents the total number of predictions and Cpre
epresents the number of correct predictions.

Macroaveraging is used to first count the index values for
ach class and then to find the arithmetic mean for all classes.
herefore, to calculate the macroaverage F1, we first calculate the
1 score for each class and then average it. The F1 score is the
eighted average of precision and recall. For multiclassification,
recision, recall, and F1 values are all specific to a class. For
lass A, class A is the positive class, and all other classes are
egative. We have three classes: positive, neutral and negative.
e first calculate the precision, recall and F1 score for each class

s follows:

PrecisionA =
CA

TA1

RecallA =
CA

TA2

F1A =
2 × PrecisionA × RecallA

(12)
PrecisionA + RecallA
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here A ∈ {Positive,Negative,Neutral}, CA represents the number
of correctly predicted Class A samples, TA1 represents the total
number of samples predicted as Class A, and TA2 represents the
total number of samples that are actually Class A.

The macroaverage F1 score is calculated as follows:

Macro − F1 =
1
n

n∑
i=1

F1i (13)

here n represents the number of classes for sentiment classifi-
ation and F1i represents the F1 score of each class.

4.3. Setup

We use Biaffine Parse to parse the sentence to obtain the
ependency relations. RGAT encodes the dependency label. We
et the dimension of dependency label embeddings to 300. We
se BERT-BASE as BERT-APC and BERT-ATE. To extract global
eatures, BERT-APC adopts the BERT-SPC [5] type input format.
ERT-ATE extracts the aspects and uses the general BERT-type
nput format. We use the hidden states of the last layer of BERT
s the feature of the words and the feature corresponding to the
CLS] token as the feature of the whole sentence. Dropout also
as some influence on the experimental results. We set it to 0.2.
ur model was trained with a maximum of 20 epochs and a
ini-batch size of 16. The number of attention heads in MHA

s set as 4, and the number of Heads in RGAT is set as 6. We
et the hyperparameter α = 0.2. We use the Adam optimizer
ith a learning rate of 5e-5 to minimize the loss. For baseline
GAT-BERT, we run the experiment according to the source code2
rovided by the authors. We have released the source code of this
ork on GitHub.

.4. Comparison models

We selected some mainstream models for ABSA as our base-
ine, including the following:

• With BERT: BERT-BASE [39], BERT-PT [6], LCF-BERT [54],
AEN-BERT [5], RGAT-BERT [28], BERT-ADA [55] and UGF-
ABSA [56].

– BERT-BASE [39] is the basic BERT model proposed by
Google that achieves the best results on multiple tasks.
We fine-tune it in experimental datasets.

– BERT-PT [6] applies reading comprehension techniques
to web review data. The authors refer to this problem
as the Review Reading Comprehension task, and it can
be applied to ABSA.

– LCF-BERT [54] uses the local context attention mecha-
nism to segment different aspects of a sentence and
their corresponding emotional words to reduce the
mutual influence between aspects.

– AEN-BERT [5] adopts an attention coding network
based on pretrained BERT model designed to address
aspect-oriented sentiment classification problems.

– RGAT-BERT [28] proposes a novel relationship graph
attention network to encode sentence dependencies
and make connections between aspects and opinions.
Moreover, it proposes an aspect-oriented dependency
tree structure. This experiment was rerun, using the
parameters provided by the authors.

– BERT-ADA [55] develops a domain-based adaptive BERT
model for the APC task. The model uses a task-related
corpus to continue training BERT-base and obtains
good results on the Laptop dataset.

2 https://github.com/shenwzh3/RGAT-ABSA
 p
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– UGF-ABSA [56] builds a text generation model based
on BART [57], which unifies the seven subtasks in
ABSA.

• Without BERT: ASGCN [43], MGAN [58], AOA [36], TNet [32],
RAM [59], Cabasc [60], IAN [35], IMN [49], RACL [25],
DREGCN [52].

– ASGCN [43] uses a graph convolutional network to
encode sentence dependency trees, which solves the
multiword dependence problem in ABSA.

– MGAN [58] captures contextual information using a
bidirectional LSTM network and captures the relation-
ship between aspects and contexts using a multigran-
ularity attention mechanism.

– AOA [36] proposes an attention-over-attention neural
network that captures the interaction between aspects
and contexts.

– TNet [32] converts BiLSTM embeddings into target-
specific embeddings and encodes them using CNNs.

– RAM [59] extracts sentence features using LSTM and
captures distant sentiment word features using a mul-
tilayer attention mechanism.

– Cabasc [60] proposes a novel sentiment classification
model based on content attention and aspect, with
two attention enhancing mechanisms: sentence-level
content attention and context attention.

– IAN [35] represents an interactive attention network
that implements interactive learning of the target and
context, generating attentional representations of the
target and context, respectively.

– IMN [49] proposes an interactive multitask learning
network and designs a message passing architecture.

– RACL [25] uses multitask learning to represent a
relational-aware collaborative learning framework.

– DREGCN [52] implemented a new end-to-end ABSA-
dependent syntactic knowledge-enhanced interaction
architecture based on multitask learning using graph
convolutional networks and message passing mecha-
nisms.

.5. Results and analysis

.5.1. Overall performance
Table 2 shows the overall performance of different models.

verall, the best performance is achieved by our model. Taking
he restaurant dataset as an example, the results of the methods
ithout BERT are not very good in summary. Their accuracy is
ostly approximately 80, and the F1 value is approximately 71.
mong them, the MGAN model has the highest accuracy of 81.25,
hich is 5.63 points lower than our model. The ASGCN model
as the highest F1 value, which is 9.14 points lower than that
f our model. From the experimental results, we find that the
verall performance of the model with the pretrained BERT model
s better, which also shows the powerful feature representation
bility of BERT. With the assistance of BERT, our model obtains
etter results than other comparable models, with accuracies of
6.88, 80.56, and 76.59 on the Restaurant, Laptop, and Twitter
atasets, respectively. In terms of accuracy and F1, our model
utperforms the state-of-the-art RGAT-BERT model by 1.17 and
.73 points on the Restaurant dataset, respectively. Compared
ith the best baseline RGAT-BERT, our results are significantly

mproved, especially on the laptop dataset, and our model has
mproved by 2.35 points. Our model combines ATE and APC
asks, which shows that multitasking can further improve the
erformance of sentiment classification. Additionally, using MHA

https://github.com/shenwzh3/RGAT-ABSA
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Table 2
Performance comparison of different models on the three datasets. The best results are bolded and we have
underlined the second best results.

Model Restaurant Laptop Twitter

ACC Macro-F1 ACC Macro-F1 ACC Macro-F1

w/o BERT

ASGCN 80.77 72.02 75.55 71.05 72.15 70.4
MGAN 81.25 71.95 75.39 72.47 72.54 70.81
AOA 81.20 – 74.50 – – –
TNet 80.69 71.27 76.54 71.75 74.97 73.60
RAM 80.23 70.80 74.49 71.35 69.36 67.30
Cabasc 77.14 63.99 70.85 64.56 67.34 64.71
IAN 78.60 – 72.10 – – –
IMN 83.89 75.66 75.36 72.02 – –
RACL 81.42 74.46 73.53 71.09 – –
DREGCN 81.88 73.32 77.86 73.46 – –

w BERT

BERT-BASE 85.09 78.74 78.06 72.51 72.83 70.74
RGAT-BERT 85.71 79.43 78.21 74.07 74.71 73.42
UGF-ABSA – 75.56 – 76.76 – –
BERT-PT 84.95 76.96 78.07 75.08 – –
LCF-BERT 84.29 76.79 78.53 75.15 75.43 74.46
AEN-BERT 83.12 73.76 78.06 73.97 72.98 69.83

Ours 86.88 81.16 80.56 77.00 76.59 74.67
Table 3
Tukey’s HSD Test Results between the Four Methods in three
datasets. The numbers are mean-diff between methods X and Y.
Method pair Mean-diff(X-Y)

X Y

AOA LCF-BERT −0.0812*
AOA RGAT-BERT −0.1073*
RGAT-BERT LCF-BERT 0.0261
Ours AOA 0.1392*
Ours LCF-BERT 0.058*
Ours RGAT-BERT 0.0318*

*means that the difference is statistically significant at α = 0.05.

between the two tasks can help the model pay attention to
the sentiment words related to aspects, which is also helpful
in sentiment classification. These results have demonstrated the
effectiveness of our model.

We supplement Tukey’s HSD test as shown in Table 3. The
numbers are the mean-diff between Models X and Y. The mea-
surement here is the accuracy of the sentiment classification.
‘‘*’’ means that the difference is statistically significant at α =
0.05. As seen from the table, our model surpasses other models,
which shows that the gains of our model over AOA, LCF-BERT and
RGAT-BERT are statistically significant.

4.5.2. Ablation study
We further perform an ablation study to evaluate the influence

of each module. Our model mainly includes four components:
BERT-APC, RGAT, BERT-ATE and MHA. We conduct ablation ex-
periments on these modules to obtain a better understanding of
their relative importance, and we retained the BERT-APC module
in all ablation experiments because it extracts global features
of sentences and aspects, which is very important and is the
core part of the model. Table 4 shows the experimental results.
We find that the more components we use, the higher the per-
formance is. Overall, using RGAT to encode dependency labels
improves the performance significantly, especially on the Restau-
rant dataset, where the accuracy reaches 86.25 by adding RGAT.
After adding BERT-ATE and multihead attention, the performance
on the three datasets is improved more obviously, especially on
the Twitter dataset, in which the accuracy is improved by 1.73
percentage points, and the F1 is improved by 1.16 percentage
points. This also demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed
model. Multitask learning and multihead attention mechanisms
enable the model to better pay attention to words related to
7

aspects, thus improving the performance for aspect sentiment
classification tasks.

4.5.3. Domain-adaptation experiment
The BERT model is pretrained on a large-scale general corpus

and then applied to various downstream tasks through fine-
tuning. Meanwhile, the ABSA datasets are small-scale corpora.
We know that we can further train BERT in specific domains
to improve performance. Therefore, we continue to train the
BERT-BASE model to obtain the domain-adapted pretrained BERT
model on the Yelp Dataset Challenge reviews and the Amazon
Laptops review dataset. Table 5 shows the results of the domain-
adaptation experiment. We find that after domain adaptation
training, the performance of all models is enhanced. Our model
also obtains the best results, which also shows the effectiveness
of domain adaptation.

4.5.4. Sample analysis
To visualize the capability of the model, we analyze 100 ran-

domly selected test data from the restaurant test set and classify
these sentences into five categories: neutral, double negative,
suggestion, comprehensive understanding, and transition words.
Table 6 shows some examples, and the bold part of the sentence
represents aspects. The first category is neutral comments. The
sentiment of such comments is not particularly obvious, but the
model may be affected by some words in the sentence, resulting
in misjudgments of neutral emotion. For example, in the sen-
tence, ‘‘it was good, but none of the flavors wow’’, ‘‘but’’ is a
transition word, which may lead to the model mistaking this as a
negative attitude. The second category is the double negative sen-
tence, for example, in the sentence, ‘‘you will not be disappointed
by any of the choices in the menu’’, ‘‘disappointed’’ is negative.
However, there is another negative word (not) in front of it, so
it is positive on the whole. This kind of sentence is difficult to
understand for the current model, which is easily affected by a
single negative word. The third category is suggested comments,
which only recommend or do not recommend users to try. This
kind of sentence sometimes shows relatively positive sentiment,
but there is no obvious emotional word in the sentence, leading to
the model misjudgment of neutral sentiment. The fourth category
is sentences that require comprehensive understanding. This kind
of sentence is difficult in natural language processing and requires
in-depth language understanding techniques. For example, the
sentence, ‘‘since I cook for a living, I’m very fussy about the food I
eat in restaurants’’, is simply an opinion without any emotion but
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Table 4
Ablation study results on Restaurant, Laptop and Twitter datasets.
Components Restaurant Laptop Twitter

BERT-APC RGAT BERT-ATE MHA ACC Macro-F1 ACC Macro-F1 ACC Macro-F1

✓ ✓ 86.25 80.27 79.15 75.59 74.86 73.51
✓ ✓ 85.89 79.43 78.06 73.94 74.42 73.16
✓ ✓ 82.32 73.48 77.12 72.11 70.95 68.95
✓ ✓ ✓ 85.18 78.13 78.68 75.09 75.43 73.75
✓ ✓ ✓ 85.54 79.19 76.18 69.66 74.42 72.21
✓ ✓ ✓ 86.07 79.57 78.84 74.41 75.58 74.35
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 86.88 81.16 80.56 77.00 76.59 74.67
Table 5
Domain-adaption experiment results on Restaurant and Laptop datasets.
Model Restaurant Laptop

ACC Macro-F1 ACC Macro-F1

BERT-BASE 85.97 77.68 79.72 75.18
AEN-BERT 83.04 71.88 78.68 74.43
LCF-BERT 85.45 79.67 80.09 76.64
BERT-ADA 87.14 80.09 80.23 75.77
RGAT-BERT 86.51 80.75 79.31 75.3

Ours 87.59 81.81 81.19 77.13

can easily be misjudged as negative because of the word fussy.
The fifth category is sentences with transition words, which may
cause the model to predict completely opposite sentiment polar-
ity and require a deeper semantic understanding of the sentence.
Through the example analysis, we find that the predicted polarity
of our model for the five categories of sentences matches the true
polarity more than the other two comparison models, and we can
better handle sentences with suggestions, sentences that require
comprehensive understanding, and sentences with transitions.

5. Discussion

To further understand the effects of some important param-
ters and modules on the experimental results, this section dis-
usses them in detail, including the impact of multitask learning
nd MHA, the effects of the number of heads in MHA and RGAT,
he effects of hyperparameter α, the effects of different syntactic
arsers, and the effects of multitask learning on ATE. In the
iscussion of the effects of multitask learning and MHA, we go
urther by changing the calculation of MHA to discuss how the
TE task in multitask learning contributes to the performance of
8

the APC task. Then, we discuss the number of attention heads
in the attention mechanism in MHA and RGAT. To investigate
the effect of the ratio between the two losses, we also discuss
the hyperparameter α in the final loss function. We also focus
on and discuss the effect of different syntactic parsers on the
model performance. While our previous focus was on improving
the performance of the APC task, to understand the influence of
multitask learning on the ATE task, we discuss and compare the
performance of a single BERT-ATE model and the whole proposed
model on the ATE task.

5.1. Effect of multitask learning and MHA

The ablation experiment illustrates the effectiveness of mul-
titask learning and MHA. To further prove that the ATE task in
multitask learning contributes to the performance of the APC task,
we change the calculation method of MHA.

In our model, we use BERT to extract aspects. Meanwhile,
we calculate the MHA based on BERT’s global feature and de-
pendency label sequence. Here, we can think that the BERT-ATE
module has extracted a soft-aspect feature, so when we use the
MHA mechanism, the model will focus more on this soft aspect
to improve the performance of APC. To illustrate the effectiveness
of the features extracted by the BERT-ATE module, we try to
calculate MHA based on the features extracted by the BERT-
APC and dependency label sequences. The results are shown in
Table 7. It can be seen that the performance of ‘‘MHA+BERT-ATE’’
is significantly better than that of ‘‘MHA+BERT-APC’’, which also
shows that multitasking and MHA can improve the performance.

5.2. Effect of the number of heads in the MHA and RGAT

We exploit MHA to relate ATE and APC tasks. As we know,
different attention heads attend to different places, so we conduct
Table 6
Some examples of Restaurant test set. Bold words in sentences indicate aspects.
Category Sentence Actual Ours RGAT-BERT LCF-BERT AOA

Neutral it was good,but none of the flavors wow. Neutral Negative ✗ Negative ✗ Negative ✗ Positive ✗

the decor is designed in a contemporary Japanese style
restaurant.

Neutral Neutral ✓ Neutral ✓ Neutral ✓ Positive ✗

Double negation you will not be disappointed by any of the choices in the
menu.

Positive Positive ✓ Positive ✓ Positive ✓ Negative ✗

the prices are not terrible. Positive Positive ✓ Positive ✓ Positive ✓ Negative ✗

Suggest give it a try,menu is typical french but varied. Neutral Neutral ✓ Neutral ✓ Positive✗ Positive ✗

i recommend the fried pork dumplings, the orange
chicken/beef, and the fried rice.

Positive Positive ✓ Neutral ✗ Positive ✓ Positive ✓

Comprehensive the food did take a few extra minutes to come, but the cute
waiter’s jokes and friendliness made up for it.

Neutral Neutral ✓ Neutral ✓ Negative ✗ Positive ✗

since i cook for a living, i’m very fussy about the food i eat in
restaurants.

Neutral Neutral ✓ Negative ✗ Neutral ✓ Positive ✗

Transition word the food was great - sushi was good, but the cooked food
amazed us.

Positive Positive ✓ Positive ✓ Positive ✓ Positive ✓

good cake but: it was not the best cake i’ve ever had, and
definitely not worth standing outside on the sidewalk being
herded like cattle by indifferent and overworked employees.

Negative Negative ✓ Positive ✗ Negative ✓ Negative ✓
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Fig. 2. The effect of the number of attention heads in MHA.
Fig. 3. The effect of the number of attention heads in RGAT.
Fig. 4. The effect of the hyperparameter α.
Table 7
Results of different MHA calculation methods.
Model Restaurant Laptop

ACC Macro-F1 ACC Macro-F1

MHA+BERT-APC 86.34 80.29 78.68 74.96
MHA+BERT-ATE 86.88 81.16 80.56 77.00

experiments on the number of attention heads, and the results
are shown in Fig. 2. On the Restaurant and Twitter datasets, when
the number of attention heads is 4, we obtain the best results,
and the results are also good on Laptop. Therefore, this parameter
is set as 4 in our model for the convenience of subsequent
experiments.

RGAT is also an attention mechanism that can also use mul-
iple heads of attention to focus on different parts. The RGAT
odule uses multihead attention, so we discuss the effect of the
umber of attention heads in the RGAT on model performance.
9

Fig. 3 presents the experimental results. It can be observed from
the figure that the model gives the best results on the three
datasets when the number of heads is 6. However, if there is only
one attention head, the worst effect is achieved, which also means
that multiple attention heads can improve the performance of the
model, and different attention heads can concentrate on different
information in different subspaces.

5.3. Effect of the hyperparameter α

To investigate the effect of the ratio between the two losses,
we perform an experiment on the hyperparameter α, and we
show the experimental results in Fig. 4. Our model reaches the
best results on both the restaurant and laptop datasets when
α = 0.2. When α = 0.5, the best result is obtained on the Twitter
dataset. This shows that different parameters have a significant
effect on the results. To facilitate the subsequent experiments, we
set α = 0.2.
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Table 8
The effect of syntactic parsers.
Parser Model Restaurant Laptop Twitter

ACC Macro-F1 ACC Macro-F1 ACC Macro-F1

Biaffine RGAT-BERT 85.71 79.43 78.99 74.27 74.71 73.42
Our Model 85.44 81.16 80.56 77.00 76.59 74.67

FT-RoBERTa RGAT-BERT 85.44 78.41 78.53 74.66 74.71 72.82
Our Model 86.07 79.76 79.31 74.64 76.01 75.04
Table 9
The effect of multi-task learning on ATE.
Model Restaurant Laptop Twitter

F1 F1 F1

BERT-ATE 86.42 80.23 97.49
Our Model 87.45 81.55 97.61

5.4. Effect of different parsers

We exploit RGAT to encode the dependency tree of a sen-
ence in our model. However, different parsers parse different
ependency tree structures, so we focus on the impact of different
yntactic parsers on model performance. Two syntactic parsers
re mainly compared: Biaffine and FT-RoBERTa [61], and the com-
arison results are shown in Table 8. It can be seen from Table 8
hat the Biaffine parser has better performance, so the Biaffine
arser is chosen to parse the dependency tree of sentences in our
odel.

.5. Effect of multitask learning on ATE

All the previous experiments were conducted on the APC task.
o understand the influence of multitask learning on the ATE task,
e compared the performance of the single BERT-ATE model and
he whole proposed model on the ATE task, and Table 9 shows
he results. For the evaluation metric, we chose the F1-score.
s seen from Table 9, our model significantly outperforms the
ingle BERT-ATE model on the ATE task, which is a component of
he proposed model, indicating that multitask learning can also
mprove the performance of the ATE task, further demonstrating
he effectiveness of multitask learning.

. Conclusion

We propose a new multitask learning model for ABSA by com-
ining aspect term extraction and aspect polarity classification.
ur model consists of four main modules: BERT-APC, BERT-ATE,
GAT, and MHA. The model can not only extract aspects but also
lassify aspects, however we mainly focus on the APC task, with
he ATE task as an auxiliary means to improve the performance of
he APC task. To correlate the two tasks and highlight important
ependencies, we leverage a multihead attention mechanism to
orrelate the dependency sequences and aspect extraction that
llows the model to pay more attention to the aspect-related
ords, thus improving the performance of APC. On all three
idely used benchmark datasets, our model obtains state-of-the-
rt performance, demonstrating its effectiveness. Further analysis
nd discussion indicate the usefulness of incorporating multitask
earning into the proposed model and applying MHA to combine
hem and obtain important dependency relations. In recent years,
ome new tendencies on neurosymbolic AI for explainable senti-
ent analysis have emerged, which are worth investigating. In
he future, we will focus on explainable sentiment analysis.
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